AGENDA ITEMS:

I. Approval of Minutes from September 22, 2023

II. Appeals

- 70376 – Request to allow ENG 101 to satisfy MAC Written Communication competency
- 70717 – Request to allow ANAT 206 to satisfy MAC Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Natural Sciences competency
- 770774 – Request to allow BIO 111 to satisfy MAC Data Analysis and Interpretation in the Natural Sciences competency
70989 – Request to allow GB 27A & GS 06A to satisfy MAC Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Humanities & Fine Arts competency
71073 – Request to allow THR 395 (UNCG course) to satisfy GEC Writing Intensive (WI) marker
71410 – Request to allow UCOL 1200 to satisfy MAC Foundations competency

III. Moratorium

IV. IC Update – Jodi Pettazzoni

V. Recertification update

VI. Assessment Update – Frances Bottenberg
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VII. MAC and Faculty Development

VIII. Other Discussion Items